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' "'HI STUDIES OF WERENAL GALAXIES"

S. Shostak

I. Whit Can We Learn frn Extragalactic HI Studies? Or: Why bother?

A. How is the neutral hydrogen, rmost abundant constituent'
of interstellar matter, distributed in galaxies.
B. What is its velocity behavior - tracer of total mass

..distribution of galaxy.

Note that HI distribution and velocity field are observationally
intermixed. for studies of the MilkyWay; consequently their

appearance in external systems is valuable in providing
feedback to such studies.

C. Studies of integral properties -- HI mass, total mass, luminosity -W
for large numbers of galaxies. Do these quantities depend on
morphology? If so, can be used as distance criteria.

II. Cbservational Considerations. Or: Can we bother?

A. Extended Sources

1. Fran Galactic studies, know that maximum HI brightness
temps. are 1250 K. More typically, T 43200 K. For an.
interfernMeter (or array) synthesizing a source, the r.m. s.
fluctuation in the synthesized maps is

AT = 2Trp

At n(n-l)/°2Q s

where Tr = system temp of individual antennas

f k = channel bandwidth (Hz)
t = total integration time
n = no. of antennas (assuming all are correlated)

-. = beam area of individual antenna

1 = synthesized beam area.



For example, the Westerbork Synthesis Telescope might have T = 1000 K,
MY = 100 kHz (21 km/sec), n=10, fl= 35' x 35' and . = 0.5' rx 0.5'.

p s
Then, after 30 hours (105 seconds) of observing, we find ATB = lK,

so the signal-to-noise of the maps will be typically 20:1. However,
it should be clear that achievement of resolution ccnparable to optical
telescopes (v i" arc) is not feasible with this or any other projected
instrument (including the VLA) . At 21-an we are limited in attainable
angular-,resolution by the low surface brightness of HI emission.

For the nearby galaxies (M33, MlOI, M81, etc.) 1' arc 1 kpc ---
only for the Magellanic Clouds and Andromeda (M31) is our linear
resolution substantially better than this.

B. Unresolved Sources

For distant or small sources, the best we can hope to do is
use the telescope as a photon bucket and obtain a "global"
profile of the galaxy. For a galaxy which is optically thin at
21-an,

SdV = 4.24 x 10 6  / DD (2)

where S = measured flux (flux units)

V = radial velocity (km/sec)
MHI = HI mass of galaxy in solar masses

D = distance in Mpc.

For the NRAO 300-ft telescope, presently the torld's best 21-cman
bucket, one can reasonably observe at levels of 0.05 f.u.
Assuming a galactic velocity spread of 200 km/s, this implies we
can study objects with HI masses as small as 2 x 106 Me at

D = 1 Mpc. That is 1/50 the HI mass of the Large Magellanic Cloud.

III. To-Dimensional Studies. Or: Calcamp Nemesis.

Aperture synthesis observations of about a dozen nearby
galaxies have been made. Results may be classified as:
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A. Distributive Properties

1. HI distributed in a manner consistent with a flattened
disk at least as large as optical size. Effective diameters
(diameters within which are contained half the total radiation)
are about the same optically and in HI, although for later

.types the HI diameter gets relatively larger.

2 Detailed correlation of HI concentrations arid poptical
tracers of active star formation
(HII regions, early-type stars) is good
but hardly one-to-one. Same for spiral

3. Several massive spirals (M31, M101, M51,
etc.) show a pronounced deficiency of HI in
their central regions, where optical surface

+, brightness is highest. Here HI/L is low.

On the other hand, in the outer regions the
HI surface brightness doesn't drop exponentially
as does the light, so M/L becmes high.

B. Velocity Fields

1. Can only observe radial velocities - have to assume
geometry. Flat rotating disk. Elemental considerations show
rotation curve and observed map of radial velocities are related
as shown in figures.
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2. All galaxies studied so far shcw differential (as opposed
to solid-body) rotation. Furthermrore, rotation curves in outer
regions tend to be flat (V = const) --- ergo, most of the
mass of the galaxy seems to be outside observed region. Total
mass proportional to R a (R is limiting radius of galaxy)

max max max
Problem is, what is value of R ?max

3. With sufficiently high spatial and spectral resolution,
wiggles in- radial ifeloeity napappear rmay-indicate

i treaming motions predicted by density wave theory of spiral
structure.

III. Integral Property Studies. Or: You look good in profile.

A. Spatial integration yeilds global HI profile, typically thus:

S0 0o. 2oo>

Gives three quantities unambiguously:
i. Redshift of galaxy (central velocity of profile). Usually
good to +10 km/sec.

2. Observable HI mass (integration of area under profile--
formula (2) above) .

3. Maximum rotation velocity V (half total velocity width

divided by sine of inclination)

With an assumption about the rotation curve, this last quantity,
together with a value for Rmax , gives the total mass M. Commonly

used model gives
4.--

. 1.7 x 10 d D solar masses (3)

where V in km/s

D inMpc
d = Holrberg diaxmeter in arain.

This model assumes R = 1/6 Holmberg diameter.

Profiles are now available for several hundred spiirrals and
irregulars. HI has yet to be detected in ellipticals.
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B. The above quantities, together with the optically obtained
luminosity and color, are intercompared and physically relevant
ratios formed. The ost important of the latter are:

VM (cC- D), /L (c D- 1 ) and MHI/L (indep. of D). These

ratios are apparently constant within a given Hubble class, and vary
with . class as shown:

S SScr S S. •'S

The constancy of the parameters within a Hubble class verifies the

physical significance of what is superficially only a rorphological
classification.

C. The ratios which are distant-dependent can be used to determine

D independent of redshift, a valuable ability in this day of
suspected "ananalous" redshifts.
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